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If a nan does not keep pace with
his companions perhsos it is
because he hears a different
drummer. Let him step to the
music which he hears, however





The idea of conducting this study first came to me about
a year ago. I was serving as Chief, Supply Branch, Ninth Coast
Guard District, Cleveland, Ohio and was just completing an
evaluation of the Coast Guard Supply Depot located at Great
Lakes, Illinois. That depot served both the Ninth Coast Guard
District and the Second Coast Guard District. The purpose of
the evaluation was to make recommendations as to the future of
the supply depot—whether to close it or continue to operate it.
During the course of the evaluation it became apparent
that some areas of duplication existed. To maintain an accept-
able level of support was it necessary to continue the duplica-
tion? In the case of the supply depot at Great Lakes the
determination was made to close it and obtain support from
other sources.
If duplication existed at one supply depot, could it
also exist at others or was the supply depot at Great Lakes a
special instance? Therefore, I have undertaken this study in
an attempt to: 1) determine if the Coast Guard supply system
as a whole is subject to similar areas of duplication; 2) suggest
possible alternate methods of supporting Coast Guard units and;
3) give some indication of the costs under present operation
and under proposed operations.
It is impossible to list individually all of the people
who have contributed time and energy to the 3tudy, but I should
iii

like specifically to acknowledge the excellent cooperation
extended by the Commanding Officer ro the Officer-in-Charr:e
of the units which participated in the surveys. Without their
cooperation and support the material for much of this study
would not have been available.
The interpretations and opinions are mine and should not
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THE UNITED STATES COAST OUAPD SUPPLY SYSTEM—
AN OVERVIEW
The System
By law, the United States Coast Guard* is charged with
many and varied responsibilities. These include being one of
the armed services of the United States, law enforcement,
Inspection of merchant vessels and licensing of merchant seamen,
maintaining all types of aids-to-navigation, search and rescue,
and others. The Coast Guard operates primarily within the
continental limits of the United States and adjacent waters,
but also has units scattered throughout other parts of the world.
The nature of the Coast Guard's work dictates many small units
(land, sea and air), with a few larsre units where practicable.
Another requirement imposed by the nature of the work is that
many of these installations be located remote from centers of
population.
The focal ooint of this decentralized, world-wide
organization is Coast Guard Headquarters located in Washington,
D. C. The administration and operation of these many individual
units are controlled through twelve geographical commands called
"districts." A few specialized units report directly to
Referred to hereafter as the Coast Guard.

Headquarters and are appropriately called "Headquarters Units."
Each district has a central headquarters office with components
similar to Headquarters in Washington, D. C.
To support this organization, the Coast Guard operates
a supply system under the following general principles:
... a. Supply support must be integrated with operational
programs originating in Headquarters offices from which are
developed specific material programs by the responsible
Coast Guard office, b. Supply support tailored to meet
the peculiar demands of specific material programs creates
the necessity for a supply system composed of several
material segments, c. Each segment of the Coast Guard
integrated supply system has its own material manager who
is responsible for providing all elements of supply support
required for the programs assigned to his segment, d. All
segments of the Coast Guard integrated supply system are
under the coordination and direction of a single Coast





The Office of the Comptroller has staff responsibility
for logistics of the Service that involve the maintenance
of accounts, the disbursement of funds, the audit and
examination of accounts, the provision of data processing,
and the sufficiency of the supply program including the
procurement, storage, and distribution of equipment,
supplies, and services.
3
In the performance of these charges the Comptroller is assisted
by his personnel staff and the organizational staff components
for accounting, internal auditing, pay and vouchering, data
processing and supply operations.
U. S., Treasury Department, Coast Guard, Comptroller
Manual (CO-26JU. Volume 3 .Supply General (amendments 1-38
entered) , 1952, paragraph 0301001.4. Cited hereafter as
Volume 3.
JU. S.. Treasury Department, Coast Guard, Organization
Manual (CG-229 ) . (amendments 1-5 entered), 1962, page 2-3.
Cited hereafter as Organization Manual.

3The Comptroller's personal staff prepares and supervises
preparation of mobilization plans for all phases of supply and
fiscal matters at Headquarters and district levels; develops
methods for maintaining perpetual stock records, taking of
physical inventories, and maintaining central inventory records;
and maintains liaison with the Navy Department and other govern-
ment agencies for supply matters. The liaison with the Navy
Department on supply matters is of special importance since the
Coast Guard operates as a service within the Navy Department
during times of war or as directed by the President of the United
States.
5
While the Comptroller's personal staff is developing
plans and procedures, the organizational staff component, Supply
Division (FS), is administering the supply system and performing
the duties of Inventory Control Officer for the Coast Guard.
These duties include;
... a. The preparation and distribution of Coast Guard
Stock and Price Lists (less those specifically delegated to
inventory control points) and specifications for Coast
Guard materials; initiating or reviewing all additions,
deletions or other changes therein and in this connection,
developing adequate identification and classification of
materials, accurate stock nomenclature, and standardization
and interchangability of parts and equipment; supervision
over stock and price issuances by Coast Guard inventory
control points.
b. The continuous centralized analysis of detailed
data concerning inventory status, requirements, and
procurements; the determination of requirements; and the




^United States Code Annotated, Title 1*1, Section 3.
Organization Manual, p. 2-39.

In summarizing the role of the Office of the Comptroller
you find his personal staff responsible for planning and
publishing procedures and the organizational staff component
responsible for implementing those plans and getting the goods
and services where needed, when needed. These two groups must
continually be aware of each other f s work in order to keep an
adequate peacetime posture with the ability to shift into
operation as a part of the Navy Department as mentioned earlier.
Below Headquarters level the supply system splits into
two parts: 1) the Supply Center, Brooklyn, New York, reporting
directly to Headquarters and; 2) the districts, some with supply
depots and some without supply depots. The Supply Branch, under
the district comptroller, supervises the operation of the
district supply depot. In those districts without a supply
depot, the Supply Branch performs paper processing necessary to
obtain supplies for the unit3 in the district. To insure
uniform compliance, the district interprets Headquarters instruc-
tions for the field units.
7
The Supply Center Brooklyn provides bulk and ready
issue supply support direct to certain units and to supply
depots; performs shipment and transshipment functions; performs
specified logistical services as directed by Headquarters.
Essentially the Supply Center Brooklyn functions as a "whole-
saler" to the district supply depots, and as a "retailer" of
7Organization Manual, p. 3-24.
8
Volume 3, paragraph 3*02003.3.
I
5Coast Guard cognizance items to units in the second, third and
ninth districts.
The district supply depots perform the "retail" function
for both Coast Guard cognizance and other items. The operation
of supply depots will be explored further in a later chapter.
The remaining class of Coast Guard units concerned with
general supply support is the Coast Guard base. Some of the
bases provide support for aids-to-navigation materials to units
in their i*ork area. They also stock sufficient materials for
their own operation unless located near a Coast Guard supply
depot.
In addition to Coa3t Guard units providing supply
support, activities of other government departments and agencies
contribute to a greater or lesser extent depending on the
district and the way in which it operates. These sources of
supply and how they fit into the overall Coast Guard picture is
discussed in later chapters.
The Policy Under Which Coast Guard
Supply Depots Operate
There are many operating instructions, guidelines, and
procedures published by Headquarters and district offices to
guide the operation of supply depots. But, underlying all of
these, there appears to be one basic policy that really deter-
mines the scope of operation of a supply depot. This policy is
subject to interpretation by each district and influenced by
geographical constraints. Subject to three qualifications, the
policy is that Coast Guard supply depots will not stock items

that are stocked In the General Services Administration, Defense
Supply Agency and Navy supply systems. The qualifications
permitting duplicate stocking of items sre: 1) that the item
is continually not available through standard requisitioning
procedures from any of the three other systems; 2) that the
unit of issue of the item from the other three systems is
inconsistent with Coast Guard end user needs and; 3) that the
price from the other three systems is consistently significantly
higher than from commercial sources.^
Thus, two supply depots in different districts, but
with similar operating conditions, could stock very differing
numbers of line items. Headquarters does exercise some control
over the items added to the system, but experience of the writer
leaves the impression that it is more or less a "rubber stamp"
action of the district recommendations.
Standards for Delivery Times
Here, as in the above section, a basic policy is pub-
lished, but there seems to be a tendency on the part of supply
depots to strive to provide support in a much shorter time frame,
whether the units require this extra bit of supply support or
not.l° For routine replenishment, thirty days has been
established as the acceptable delivery time frame. ** Of course,
then the urgency of requirements is greater, the acceptable time
^Volume 3, paragraph 3AO3001.1.
l°Survey reported in Appendix III.
11Volume 3, paragraph 3B22003.

7frame of delivery is shorter. For routine replenishment, this
means that material should be delivered to the unit within thirty
days after submission of the requisition. A target of other
than one hundred per cent achievement is not indicated in the
policy. The Department of Defense and General Services
Administration have the same time frames for delivery standards.
A limited study of delivery times in one district showed that
all sources of supply failed to achieve the eighty per cent
mark overall.
*
2 The results of a more recent survey in the
same district are shown in Table 1 and show slight different
results.
Summary
Figure 1 should be helpful in visualizing the Coast
Guard organization.
12
Study reported in Appendix I.
'
TJBLE 1
NUMBER OP REQUISITIONS SUBMITTED TO AND COMPLETED













New York (Region 2) 258
Chicago (Region 5) 7216






































Note: This information from a survey conducted by
Ninth Coast Guard District during February and March 1966
and is for General Stores items only.
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CHAPTER II
DEMANDS PLACED ON THE DISTRICT SUPPLY SYSTEM
AND HOW THEY ARE KET
Responsibility for providing supply support to Coast
Guard units lies primarily with the district in which the unit
is located. The district must arrange for support within the
policy published by Headquarters and with the means at its
disposal. Some districts operate a Coast Guard Supply depot and
others rely primarily on sources external to the Coast Guard.
To have a better understanding of what the demands are and how
they are met, background on who the demanders are should be
helpful.
Who are the Demanders ?
All Coast Guard units can be classified, in finance and
supply terms, as either a sub-allotment unit or an allocation
unit.
For the purposes of this paper, the sub-allotment unit
may be defined as one having a finance and supply officer
assigned and who maintains their own financial accounting records.
They are permitted more latitude in selecting their source of
supply and usually submit their requisitions for material
directly to the supplying activity. Generally speaking, sub-
allotment units do not obtain support from Coast Guard supply




of the supply depot's workload caused by sub-allotment units
Is shown In Table 5. The sub-allotment unit is usually large
in number of personnel assigned, and has personnel other than
the finance and supply officer trained in supply procedures.
The allocation unit, on the other hand, does not have
a finance and supply officer assigned, but in some cases does
have personnel trained in supply procedures. The allocation
unit maintains only memorandum accounting records, with the
official financial accounting records maintained by the district
office or supply depot. The allocation unit is also typified
by beinp; small, with few personnel assigned. With few excep-
tions 1 allocation units must submit all requisitions for supplies
to a central point in the district for screening and editing
purposes. The central screening point is usually the supply
depot or when there is none, the district office.
The allocation units are far more numerous than sub-
allotment units and in the ap-pre^ate cause most of the work for
the district supply system.
So it is seen that the demanders are typically small
allocation units without personnel trained in supply procedures.
Over the years this lack of trained personnel at allocation units
has had considerable impact on the way the Coast Husrd supply
system operates.
Type of Demands
Demands on the supply system can be looked at in several
See survey reported in Appendix II.
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ways. One is the administrative aspect for the unit ordering
supplies-item identification, making the needs known and
accounting for the materials ordered. A second is the kinds of
materials required. And a third is the actual physical movement
of materials—the quantities, the source from which available
and the shipment to the unit.
Lookinr first at the administrative aspects of demands,
you see the problems created by not having trained supply people
at allocation units. These problems develoo from the require-
ments that standard materials be ordered from government sources,
when stocked.
That last phrase, "when stocked," is the heart of this
problem. How does the unit know when something is stocked?
The same way that the housewife knows if she can buy something
from Sears, Roebuck and Company—by looking in the catalog. As
long as the catalog is easy to use and gives a clear presentation
of the items there are no problems. But, in the past such has
not always been true. The catalogs available to the allocation
unit became cumbersome and voluminous, and beyond the training
of the personnel assigned. In Department of Defense and Havy
catalogs, the use of pictures was replaced by very limited word
and stock number description. The Coast Guard catalog continued
the use of picture description but did not cover the majority
of materials required by the allocation unit.
The unit is also faced with making its needs known to the
supplying activity. In the Coast Guard this is done by sub-
mitting a requisition. Historically, the requisition consisted

13
of a form filled in by the unit describing the materials desired.
Each form permitted the entry of several items which were
described in fairly plain language. The most complicated part
of the description was the stock number, but since a word
description was also included errors in the stock number were
not devastating. See Figure 2 for example.
But, then in I960, this beptan to come to an end.
Pequisitions were changed from a multi item format to a single
line item to the requisition concept. In some respects this
made little difference since most of the information entered was
in plain language. It did involve some increase in work because
each line item ordered required data to identify requisitioner,
supplier, funds and priority. But this was partially offset
by greater ease in accounting for materials received and filing
the documents. Then in 1962 the Department of Defense intro-
duced the MILitary STandard Requisition—Invoice Procedures
(MILSTRIP). The Coast Guard and General Services Administration
accepted those procedures and adapted their operations as
necessary.
The MILSTRIP, as the new requisition was called,
continued the single line item to a requisition concept, but
it also added some new twists. MILSTRIP was desip-ned to be used
with automatic data processing equipment and therefore employed
the extensive use of alpha, numeric, and alpha-numeric codes.
See Figure 3 for an example. No longer could the untrained
person without aid of decoders pick up a requisition and see
what he had ordered, from whom, when he had ordered it and
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Combining the problems of identifying the item
(cataloging) and preparing the requisition, the allocation unit
was in need of help. Or at any rate several cf the districts
decided the allocation unit needed help. Thus several districts
developed and instituted some sort of simplified requisitioning
procedures. These usually consisted of a listing, on sheets of
paper or tab cards, of items stocked at the Coast Guard supply
depot, or those normally ordered by an allocation unit during
its regular quarterly replenishment. The simplified requisitions
were referred to as CONsolidated REOuisitions (CONREO) or Shop-
ping Lists. CONPEQ will be used to denote either of these.
See Figure 4 for a sample page.
The unit using the CONREQ must enter the quantity of
the item required, extend the price and sum up the extensions to
ensure that its monetary limitation has not been exceeded.
How did the CONREQ help the unit and the supply activity?
For the unit it provided a "catalog" of most of the items used;
this reduced research to a nominal level. It also reduced the
amount of clerical work required to prepare the unit's requisi-
tions. For the supply depot or the district office screening
the unit's requisitions it reduced research workloads. Before
each publication the items included on the CONREQ are updated
with current information as to source, stock number, price
and unit of issue.
In recent months the overall problem of item identifica-
tion has been reduced for the allocation unit. Two things,
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publication of the Coast Guard Small Units Shopping Guide and
the other is the increasing use of the General Services Admini-
stration General Stores Stock Catalog. Both of these publica-
tions are of the picture and word description type and similar
to the Sears, Roebuck and Company catalog in difficulty of use.
See Figures 5 and 6 for sample pages. But, the problem of
accurate preparation of KTLSTRIP documents still exists for the
units not using the CONREQ principle.
Turning to the area of kinds of items required, things
become a little involved in the supply system. Materials are
of two broad kinds—those the allocation unit must "pay" for
from the monetary allowance received each quarter and those
which they do not have to "pay" for from their quarterly
allowance.
The items not paid for consist of blank forms and
medical supplies. The unit has mere cr less an open account on
which to draw for those items. As the blank forms and medical
supplies are consumed the unit orders more. Usually this is
done on the quarterly basis. Some districts have CONREQs
covering blank forms and medical supplies and some districts
use KTLSTPIPs. The volume of those orders on a line item basis
probably comprises about five to ten per cent of the total number
of line items furnished by a supply depot. In the case of those
districts without a supply depot, Supply Center, Brooklyn or
supply department, Base Alameda furnish the items.
The items "paid" for by the allocation unit break down




COAST GUARD SMALL UNITS SHOPPING GUIDE
COAST GUARD SMALL UNITS SHOPPING GUIDE
fl TrtWfflttH»
SCREW, WOOD Round head Brass. Accurately sized and shaped. Sharp gimlet points. Clean-cut threads.
Deep slots for easy starting and driving. 144 to box. Length and nominal size listed below.
KZ5305-290-3120 1/2", No. 5 Price .35 U/I GR
GSA5305-010-2172 3/4", No. 6 Price . 55 U/I BX
KZ5305-290-3133 3/4", No. 8 Price .67 U/I GR
GSA5305-010-2194 3/4", No. 10 Price . 93 U/I BX
GSA5305-010-2205 3/4", No. 12 Price 1.30 U/I BX
KZ5305-290-3138 1", No. 6 Price . 53 U/I GR
GSA5305-010-2185 1", No. 8 Price .88 U/I BX
GSA5305-010-2196 1", No. 10 Price 1.15 U/I BX
GSA5305-010-2186 1-1/4", No. 8 Price 1.10 U/I BX
GSA5305-290-3148 1-1/4", No. 10 Price 1.40 U/I BX
GSA5305-290-3152 1-1/2", No. 10 Price 1.60 U/I BX
KZ5305-290-3153 1-1/2", No. 12 Price 1.80 U/I GR
KZ5305-010-2147 3", No. 12 Price 3.80 U/I GR
SETSCREW— Wallace & Tiernan No. CP-32324, or equal. Repair part for FA-239, 8-place Lamp changer.
CG5305-G00-1231 Price .08 U/I EA
SETSCREW Wallace & Tiernan No. CPR-34856, or equal. Used on battery rack.
CG5305-G00-1316 Price .40 U/I EA
SETSCREW— Steel, oval point. Hexagon head. Non-standard point. 2-1/8 in. length.
KZ5305-276-8022 Price .04 U/I EA
Class 5305— Bolts
BOLT Willard Storage Battery Co. , Cleveland, Ohio, Part No. S-1292, or equal. Terminal bolt, for low
discharge cells. For types DHB-5-1 and DH-5-1 batteries.
CG5306-649-9555 Price .20 U/I EA
BOLT— Elizabeth Div. of Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America, Part No. 758-29, or equal. Swing bolt with
nut, for buoy pockets acetylene and electric.
CG5306- 717- 5816 Price 3.55 U/I EA
BOLT, ASSEMBLED WASHER Brass. Head lead coated. Square extended washer head. 5/16 inch diameter,
18 TPI. Overall length 29/32 inches, washer OD 1-1/8 inches, thickness 5/32 inch, head height 21/32 inch,
head width 3/4 inch, thread length 29/32 inch.
KZ5306-025-1012 Price .14 U/I EA
BOLT, EYE Large, for sinkers. AN- 100.
CG5306-G09-0169 Price .77 U/I EA
BOLT, EYE —— Small, for. sinkers. AN-90. Made from 3/4 in. diameter steel bar.
CG5306-G09-0168 Price .63 U/I EA
BOLT, EYE Small, for tall can special buoy. AN-80.






GENERAL STORES STOCK LIST
COVER, CAN
Ash and garbage can covers. For can
sizes shown. Galvanized steel. Std. pack:
12, except 7240-161-1152, Std. pack: 10.
Fed. Spec. RR-C-82b.






Swinging door receptacle cover for 55-
gallon drum. Self closing. Provides
enclosure for waste material. Makes
drum weatherproof, fireproof, and sani-
tary. Int. Fed. Spec. RR-C-00625.
Single swinging vertical door, raised top.
2 to carton. Type I, style a.
7240-792-1435 Carton $12.90
Single swinging horizontal door, inclined
top. 2 to carton. Type I, style b.
HOLDER, TRASH AND
GARBAGE CANS
® Sturdy metal-frame holder. Raisescan off ground, prevents tipping or
wind damage. Nylon cord or chain secures
can lid. Legs drive into ground.
Knocked-down. Can sizes indicated. Std.
pack: 6. Int. Fed. Spec. RR-S-00700.
7240-325-2479. ..24-gallon Each $3.70
7240-562-8002...32-gallon Each $4.00
HOLDER. GARBAGE CAN
© Sturdy pole stand with side arm sup-port. Holds can 9 inches off ground.
Rust resistant metal. Adjustable to hold
any size can up to 32 gallons. Embed pole
in concrete. Prong at top of pole loops
through handle of can . . . prevents tip-
ping or slipping.
Single side arm. Holds one can.
7240-082-6174... _ Each $4.35
Two side arms. Holds two cans.
7240-082-6626 Each $7.10
7240-783-1044. .__,. Carton $9.35 uner PLASTIC




@o | FilteringAluminum. funnel with strainer.Filters dirt, water, and
other impurities from fuel to provide better
lighting efficiency. Use to fill lamps, lan-
terns, and small appliances. With all wool
felt strainer assembly. Small size—2%
inches in diameter. Fed. Spec. RR-F-
800b.
7240-634-4985 Each 46?
fyi Galvanized steel utility funnel. Plain
^
—
' design. With strainer. Std. pack: 5
and 100. Fed. Spec. RR-F-800b.
7240-527-9868. .1-qt- .....Each 84?
Polyethylene funnel. Resistant to gaso-
line, paint, acid, and oil. One-piece con-
struction. About 4 oz. capacity. Std.
pack: 12 and Hi. Int. Fed. Spec. L-F-
00750.
CF\ Rectangular .080" thick trash can liner.
*
—
' Use alone or as insert for top swing-
ing-door waste receptacle. Free-standing,
open top, one-piece molded gray plastic.
Rounded corners for easy cleaning. Re-
inforced lip. 15" square, 22M>" high. For
waste receptacle, see 7240-634-0117 and






Oil measures with swing spout. Bottom
designed to completely drain measure.
Swings in 160° arc. 14" min. spout length.
Int. Fed. Spec. RR-M-00190.
(~T) 1-quart. Std. pack: SO.
V±J 7240-634-4802.. .No. 101„.Each $4.60
Vi-gallon. Std. pack: 20.
7240-281-8516...No. 102- Each $4.90
1
-gallon. Std. pack: 16.
7240-233-6025...No. 104 Each $5.60
Aluminum graduated measures. Marked
in four equal divisions.
With flanged pouring lip. Baker's type.
Riveted handles. Aluminum alloy, single
piece construction. Std. pack listed in Sec.




7240-264-5368 4-qt. Each $4.40
Without pouring lip. Straight sides.
2 2%2-inch top diameter, 2%-inch depth.
Wearever No. 3150 or equal.
7240-577-4574.._&-pt__.. Each 73?
OPENER-DISPENSER, CAN
©Steel opener-spout dispenses oil from
1- and 5-quart cans. Long-wearing
cutting blade with nickel-plated spout.
Neoprene gasket forms leakproof seal for
pouring. Std. pack: 12 and 72.
5340-851-1691.
..8Vi" size Each $1.00
PAIL, METAL
©General purpose pails. Heavy wire
bails; two riveted ears. Top edge
beaded over steel wire for reinforcement.
Sides extend below bottom. Without bot-
tom strap. Std. pack: 10. Int. Fed. Spec.
RR-P-0030b.
Heavyweight (galvanized).
7240-634-0437...14-qt. cap Each $1.19
Lightweight (galvanized).
7240-754-1298... 10-qt. cap Each 52?
7240-160-0457... 12-qt. cap Each $1.08
Mess outfit pails with covers. Made of tin-
coated steel. Components of mess kits.
Std. pack : 6.
Half-oval shape. 11%-inch diameter. 13
inches deep. For. Serv. Spec. No. 247-15
7240-205-3195 Each H7.50
Round shape.
6-quart. 10!£ inches deep. For. Serv.
Spec. No. 247-16-S.
7240-205-3193...8" diam Each $8.30
9-quart. 11 inches deep.
7240-205-3194...8&" diam -Each $8.40
13-quart. 11V> inches deep.
7240-205-3197...9" diam Each $9.70
16-quart. 12 inches deep.
7240-205-3196...9&" diam...Each $10.60
PAIL, PLASTIC
Strong one-piece molded polyethylene pail.
Easy to clean, will not rust, chip, or cor-
rode. Tapered sides for stacking. Gradu-
ated on inside and outside. 5- and 8-quart
sizes have wire reinforcing rim. Std.
pack shown in Sec. II. Int. Fed. Spec. L-
P-0065.
Graduated in quarts, bail handle
7240-061-1163...6-quart Each 24?
7240-060-6006...8-quart Each 37?




parts. Of these, all units are concerned with general stores
and only some of the units have need for aids-to-navip-ation Items
and engine parts. General stores items comprise by far and away
the majority of these issues. A percentage was not established,
but estimates from interviews at supply depots indicate this
probably approaches ninety per cent for general stores.
From the above it is evident that the work of the supply
depot is primarily that of supplying rreneral stores to the unit.
General stores is an inclusive term for all types of housekeeping
and other commonly used items. Some examples are: paper,
pencils, typewriter ribbons, pots, nans, dishes, towels, brooms,
mops, dust pans, paint, paint brushes and rollers, foul weather
clothing, ash trays, various signs and placards, hand tools,
wrenches, pliers, copper tubing, pipe nipples, line, wire rope,
boat oars, fire fighting equipment, and garden and lawn tools.
The list could be extended on and on, but those should give some
idea of the range.
With some knowledge about the administrative demands and
kinds of items ordered, it is time to turn to the third type
of demand—the actual physical quantities and movement of good3.
Since the great majority of line items are general stores, the
following discussion will center on satisfying that need. To
get a better feeling of general stores requirements, the writer
conducted a survey of allocation units in one district. 2
Admittedly the survey was restricted to one district and one
2
Survey reported in Appendix I.
1
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quarterly order cycle. However, it must be noted that the survey
included a significant per cent of several classes of all Coast
Guard allocation units. Participating were: 27 per cent of
the medium harbor tugs, 17 per cent of the seagoing buoy tenders,
30 per cent of the stations, and 18 per cent of the light and
light attendant stations combined. The point here is that the
survey should be fairly representative of what can be expected
from allocation units on a Coast Cuard wide basi3.
Remembering that the survey was concerned with only
general stores items, it showed that: an administrative unit
such as a Marine Inspection Office, recruiting station or group
office is likely to order between 20 and 39 line items per
quarter; a light or light attendant station about 40 line items
per quarter; a station about 120 line items per quarter; a
medium harbor tug about 150 line items per quarter; and a
seagoing buoy tender between 220 and 350 line items per quarter.
Prom those figures the supply depot or district office could
predict with some degree of success the number of items which
will be ordered in any quarter.
Facts 3hown which are much more interesting than the
number of line items ordered, are the value of the individual
item ordered and the sources from which the items are available.
Only the data for stations will be discussed here; information
for other classes of units tabulated in the survey is available
in Appendix I.
Of the 120, more or less, line items of general stores
ordered by the typical station, 31 per cent are for a value of
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less than one dollar; 53 per cent for a value of less than two
dollars; and 65 per cent for a value of less than three dollars.
On the basis of source of supply for those line Items valued at
less than one dollar, 78 per cent are available directly from
General Services Administration regional supply activities; 12
per cent available directly from Defense Supply fluency/Navy
supply activities. The balance of 10 per cent are Coast Guard
comizance (managed) items and available only from Coast Guard
supply sources. The ratio of those sources remains relatively
constant for all dollar values as can be seen in Figure 11. A
similar distribution can be computed from the results of a
later survey in the same district shown in Table 1. Therefore,
the district is faced with furnishing many very low value line
item requisitions to many small units.
The words "available directly from" were used in the
above paragraph rather than the words "supplied by" for a
definite reason. Although many of the items are available from
other sources, they are stocked and supplied by the Coast Guard
supply depots. Some of the duplicate stocking is justified,
but, in the writer's opinion, much of the duplication of stocks
is "gold plating" which is really unnecessary. This is evidenced
by the fact that several districts with similar geographical
characteristics operate without the need of duplicate stocking
in a supply depot.
How the Demands are Met
The preceding has shown who has the need for materials,
how the need is made known and to some extent the kind and size
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of need. Then how are the needs satisfied? The answer is
simple enough; by furnishing the materials to the unit. That
process is the center of discussion of this section.
The process of satisfying the need is determined by
whether a district has a supply depot or not and, if it does,
to what extent the depot stocks materials. There are three
patterns: 1) the district with a supply depot that stocks a
broad range of all items; 2) the district with a supply depot
that stocks very few items; and 3) the district without a depot.
The district with a supply depot that stocks a broad
range of items . The writer places the First, Fifth, Seventh,
Eighth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Seventeenth Coast Ouard
Districts in this category. All of those districts except the
Seventh use some form of CONFEQ for one or more of the types
of items ordered, i. e. general stores, blank forms, medical
supplies, engine parts or aid-to-navigation supplies.
The allocation unit submits the requirement to the supply
depot using the CONFEQ or KILSTRIP requisition as appropriate.
The supply depot edits the requisition to verify all of the
entries on it. While using MILSTRIPfi two districts reported
that the edit function turned up an error rate of one or more
errors on about 60 per cent of the MILSTFIPs while most of the
districts reported an error rate of 20 to 30 per cent. The
most common errors were typing, cognizance symbols and item
identification. 3 Subsequent to the installation of CONREQ
^Report to the Comptroller, U. S. Coast Ouard from
CDF Maxwell S. Charleston, USCG on a Study of Simplified
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systems the error rate dropped to nil for items included on the
CONPEQ. After the edit function is performed, the requisitions
are separated into items stocked at the supply depot and those
items not stocked. For non-stocked items the requisitions are
prepared and forwarded to the appropriate Coast Guard, General
Services Administration or Defense Supply Agency/Navy supply
activity. Requisitions for stocked items are massaged throurh
the paperwork mill which includes stops for recording issues to
stock records and posting of demand data. Then the requisitions
are sent to the v/arehouse section for picking of the items from
the shelf and packing for shipment. Each supply depot has
detailed routines to insure that funds are obligated for all
requisitions and to care for out of stock situations.
Requirements for processing items not included on the
CONREQ vary from supply depot to supply depot. Some procedures
permit the unit to add items onto the CONPEQ and others require
that the unit prepare a ^ILSTRIP for items not included on the
published CONREQ. When the supply depot permits "add on" items
to the CONPEQ, the supply depot prepares the necessary MILSTRIP
for the "add on" item and if not stocked forwards it to the
appropriate supply activity.
Supply depots have reported that their stocked items
duplicate to a high per cent the stocks available directly from
other supply activities. The range of duplication is up to
Requisitioning Procedures, January 17, 1966 (in file F-l at
Coast Guard Headquarters).
k
See the results of the survey reported in Appendix III.
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80 per cent. The reasons priven for duplication are generally
that the unit of issue from other supply sources is not consistent
with Coast Guard needs or that delivery is not made within
acceptable time frames. Close investigation of the unit of
issue problem shews that it exists for comparatively few items
and that when some of these item values are compared to the cost
of processing a line item through a depot it makes the stocking
for this reason alone, quite dubious. An example: twist drills
are carried by General Services Administration in package
quantities of three, six or twelve. A typical package of twelve
mifht cost $1.20. The Coast Guard supply depot breaks these
down into unit of issue of each at $.10. Considering the cost
of processing the "each" requisition through the Coast Guard
supply depot, it would be cheaper for the Coast Guard, as a
whole, to pay the $1.20 to Ceneral Services Administration and
let the end user throw the eleven extra drills away.
The district with a supply depot that stocks only a
few items . The Ninth Coast Guard District was the only district
in this proup, and as of December, 1965, it moved to the proup
of districts without a supply depot. That shift resulted from
the closincc of The Coast Guard Supply Depot, Great Lakes,
Illinois. However, the manner in which the Ninth District
operated will be discussed. Coast Guard Supply Depot Great
Lakes used a general stores CONREQ consisting of about 550 items
of hi*h repetitive demand. The CONREO included all 250 items
stocked at the supply deoot plus about 300 more items stocked
in the supply systems of other agencies. The operation was
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similar to the depots described above. Requisitions were edited,
separated into stocked and non-stocked and massaged through the
papermill. The only basic difference between it and the supply
depots carrying a full line of items was that it relied on the
General Services Administration and Defense Supply Agency/Navy
to provide the services they offer. One other area of difference
was that it relied on commercial carriers exclusively to move
supplies to the unit or, i** the unit were isolated, to the
Coast Guard unit which was responsible for logistics to the
isolated unit.
The district without a supply depot . In this group are
the Second, Third, Ninth (after December 1965), Eleventh and
Twelfth Coast Guard Districts. The Coast Guard Supply Center
Alameda, California, served the Eleventh and Twelfth districts
to a certain extent, but it appears that these districts should
be included in this group.
Requisitions are submitted to a central processing point,
usually the district office, where they go through much the same
routine as at supply depots for non-stocked items. The requisi-
tion, whether CONPEQ or VILSTPIP, is edited, funds obligated
and forwarded to the appropriate Coast Guard, General Services
Administration or Defense Supply/Navy supply activity.
The requisition is now to the point of being delivered
to the unit which ordered the item. This is accomplished in one
of three ways: 1) by commercial carrier; 2) by Coast Guard
operated vehicles; or 3) by a combination of commercial carrier-
Coast Guard operated vehicles. Most of the materials shipped
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from other than Coast Ouard supoly depots are by commercial
carrier. Conversely, most of the items shipped from Coast
Guard supply depots are via Coast Guard operated vehicles.
However, in some districts materials coming from outside the
Coast Guard are shipped to the sunoly depot and then shipped
out to the unit in a Coast Guard operated vehicle. Sometimes
this is justified due to isolation of the unit, but in many
instances this is not really a factor. However, it does make
one raise a question, when in all cases it results in double
handling and in 3ome cases a roundabout movement of materials.
Also considering only Coast Guard costs, this Dractice is not
economical because all continental shipping costs of General
Services Administration stocked materials are included in their
unit orice. And, when it is remembered that the General
Services Administration can supply about eighty per cent of the
Coast Guard reneral stores requirements this makes the question
raise its head even further.

CHAPTER III
COSTS OF THE COAST GUAPD SUPPLY DEPOTS
Since this paper is asking if the Coast Guard needs
supply depots this chapter will make its prime thurst in the
direction of supply depot costs. However, there are two other
areas closely associated with the supply depots that will be
discussed, since any major changes in policy for supply depot
operation would also affect those areas.
The writer spent much time considering various ways to
evaluate one supply depot or district against another and was
unable to come up with a common base that would fit all cases.
In the end, the total number of line items requested from a
supply depot was used as the base criteria. All classes of
material were included and information as to the number of line
items requested was obtained from monthly reports to Headquarters
and from a questionnaire circulated to the supply depots. The
cost data were obtained from Coast Guard Headquarters. It is
recognized that the base for comparison is not perfect, but it
does permit looking at the demands as a whole. Also it should
be noted that the amount of paper work in processing any line
item is roughly the same whether it is for general stores,
medical stores or engine parts.
Table 2 compares the costs of operation of supply depots





COMPARISON OP COST OP OPERATING COAST GUARD
SUPPLY DEPOTS
FISCAL YEAF 1965
Depot Use #Peq'nb Cost per
District Location CONREQ Cost a Rec»d req»n
1st Boston Yes $308,484 102,652 $3.00
5th Portsmouth Yes $289,924 79,602 $3.64
Virginia
7th Miami Beach No $165,064 38,132 $4.33
San Juan,
Puerto Pico No $71,561
8th New Orleans Yes $328,973
9th Great Lakes Yes $100,801
Illinois
13th Seattle Yes $154,027
14th Honolulu Yes $267,695
17th Ketchikan Yes $164,681 31,378 $5.26
Notes:
12 ,160 $5.,88
54 ,417 $6, 05
69 ,306 $li 45
41 ,509 $3. 71
d d
Obtained from Cost Analysis Branch, Coast Guard
Headquarters.
bSupply Operations Statistics Reports (FY 1965).
cSupply Depot Great Lakes closed during December 1965.
Information available does not appear to be valid.
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a line item through the supply depots varies considerably.
And, when comparing the cost of processing a line item to the
value of the typical line item it makes one wonder if the manner
in which the majority of the Coast Guard is suoported is "good."
This point is more noticeable when the cost of supplying a line
item through the Coast Guard Supply Depot, Great Lakes, Illinois
is compared to the supply depot at the other end of the stocking
spectrum, Coast Guard Supply Depot, New Orleans. Coast Guard
Supply Depot Great Lakes stocked a minimum of materials and
relied on other agencies to supply the bulk of the requirements;
Coast Guard Supply Depot New Orleans stocks almost any require-
ment of an allocation unit and delivers by Coast Guard vehicle
to the Coast Guard unit.
The economy of using outside sources for primary support
is shown also in the districts which do not have supply depots.
The Third Coast Guard District employs two people for processing
allocation units requirements. During the first quarter fiscal
year 1966, allocation units in that district submitted 8,075
line items for general stores. Of those, 259 were Coast Guard
cognizance, 1,^98 were submitted to Defense Supply Agency/Navy
and 6318 were submitted to General Services Administration.
Projecting that to a yearly rate of 32,000 line items we can
compare the costs with a supply depot. Costs were not available
but the following estimates seem to be high enough to cover all
contingencies. $20,000 for personnel and equipment to process
the requisitions at the district office. $5,000 for processing
requisitions submitted to Coast Guard supply sources. $10,000
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for commercial shipping charges on the materials from Coast Guard
and Defense Supply Agency/Navy supply activities. No shipping
cost from General Services Administration since that cost is
included in the unit price. The total estimate of $35,000 for
32,000 requisitions results in an estimated cost to the Coast
Guard of $1.09 per line item. When this is compared to the
supply depots it reenforces that wondering feeling mentioned
before. It must be noted, in all fairness, that the supply depots
do perform certain functions that the district office, as central
screening point, does not provide. One such function is that
of district transient locker. Therefore, the comparison does
have some bias in it.
Two other costs associated with the district supply
depots and supply system, but not chargeable to or controlled
by the districts are: 1) the cost cf publishing Coast Guard
catalogs and 2) the cost of operating the inventory control
system through the stock status reporting system. Both of these
are controlled by Coast Guard Headquarters, but do have an
impact on the operation of the districts and their supply depots.
Looking first at publishing of Coast Guard catalogs.
Currently the Coast Guard publishes the Small Units Shopping
Guide and the Coast Guard Cognizance Stock List. The Small Units
Shopping Guide is a picture and word type of cataloe designed
to identify a very high percentage of the needs of the small
Coast Guard unit. See Figure 5 for a sample page. It became
effective on August 1, 1965 and is scheduled to be republished
on an annual basis. The letter of promulgation states "...
provides the small unit (units not having supply personnel
-.
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attached) both ashore and afloat with complete requisitioning
data for their frequently used items of supply." The Guide
attempts to do this by listing Coast Guard, Defense Supply
Agency/Navy and General Services Administration cognizance items.
However it appears that the initial edition of the guide will
fall short of the expectations for the following reasons reported
by various supply depots: 1
1. Stocking points of Coast Guard cognizance items are
not shown. The supply depot or district office receiving the
requisition from the allocation unit does not know where to send
it if not carried at their activity.
2. Many prices and stock numbers will be out of date
for more than half of the year, General Services Administration
published their new General Stores Stock Catalog effective
January 1, 1966.
3. The effectiveness of the catalog could have been
greater had it been distributed to all units without finance and
supply officers attached. It seems that the incremental cost
of producing the additional copies to distribute it to all units
without finance and supply officers would have been reasonable.
Leaving a unit off the distribution list because it rates a
second or third class storekeeper does not really seem logical
to a person who has had field experience working with that class
of units and has observed the problems encountered by them.
Another effect the Small Units Shopping Guide has had is the




stimulation of the desire of the unit to order items not carried
in the supply depot when some item in stock would probably
satisfy the need. In other words it has broadened the base
of the unit*s desires.
"The Coast Guard Cognizance Stock List (CG-383) is
published to provide Coast Guard Units with identification and
ordering data on Coast Guard Cognizance General Stores Items." 2
The Price and Management Data Section of this publication is
scheduled to be updated each four months. This publication
suffers from one of the same faults as the Small Units Shopping
Guide—no stocking points. How does the supply depot or district
know where to send the requisition?
Headquarters controls inventory levels at supply depots
by making the determination as to quantities and which items to
procure for restocking. This decision is based on information
reported by the supply depots. Some of the items stocks have
been decentralized in control of inventory levels and purchase
decisions to the supply depot. For these items the supply
depots use the Economic Order Quantity principles. The prepara-
tion of the stock status reports for submission to Headquarters
and then the massacring of the return stock action report from
Headquarters has considerable impact on the workload of the
supply depot. This impact is in direct proportion to the number
of line items carried in stock by the supply depot.
On casual observation it appears that much of the work
p
U. S., Treasury Department, Coast Guard, he Coast Guard




done by Headquarters in controlling the inventories could be
eliminated by decentralizing control of more of the items.
Headquarters could still maintain surveillance on the supply
depots through the use of after the fact reporting and throuch
control of the capital authorization of the supply depot. Or
if automatic data processing equipment time were available,
programs could be developed to make the majority of the decisions
without a loss of control.
The writer has made no attempt to place a dollar figure
on the cost of either of these functions performed by Head-
quarters. Recommendations for both of these areas are included
in the final chapter of this paper.

CHAPTER IV
SOURCES OF SUPPLY EXTERNAL TO THE COAST GUARD
Throughout the preceding chapters reference has been
made to other government agencies and departments with the
implication that they supply some of the Coast Guard's needs.
This chapter discusses those arencies and departments. The
three primary governmental sources are: 1) General Services
Administration, 2) Defense Supply Agency and 3) Navy Department.
On a limited basis the United States Army and the United States
Air Force extend supply support of various kinds. Often this is
primarily for foodstuffs to be used by the individual Coast
Guard unit's mess operation. Compared to the support received
from the three primary agencies, this is incidental and will
not be discussed further.
Each of the three sources supports the Coast Guard in
two ways. One is by filling individual requisitions and shipping
materials directly to the consuming Coast Guard unit. The other
way is by "wholesaling" of bulk quantities of materials to Coast
Guard supply depots. In any event, as shown in Appendix I, these
agencies support about ninety per cent of the Coast Guard's
requirements for general stores items. In addition to the
general stores they also support the medical requirements and a





Since the General Services Administration is the largest
supplier to the Coast Guard either directly to the using unit
or through the Coast Guard supply depots it will be discussed
first. The support from General Services Administration is
accomplished through their Federal Supply Service. The support
is furnished from one of the ten regional offices or through
the use of the Federal Supply Service term contracts. Figures 7
and 8 show how the Coast Guard districts and supply depots
overlap with the General Services Administration regions. The
requisition is submitted to the General Services Administration
region in which the Coast Guard unit is geographically located.
From the Figures 7 and 8 you can see that in many cases one
Coast Guard district is serviced by more than one General
Services Administration region. To the writer 1 s knowledge there
never have been any significant problems ir keeping the flow of
requisitions jroing to the oroper region. It should also be noted
that in some cases the General Services Administration supply
activity is as close or closer than the Coast Guard supply depot.
The Seventh Coast Guard District has taken advantare of this
proximity and the prepaid shipping charges. The Seventh has
their contential units submit requisitions directly to General
Services Administration supply depot in Atlanta, Georgia. They
found that the allocation units are fully capable of direct
requisitioning, thereby saving many msnhours of screening time
by Coast Guard personnel.
1
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General Services Administration supply activities are
equipped with automatic data processing equipment which accepts
the MILSTRIP format and also a multi-line Item requisition of
their own. The multi-line item requisition presents none of the
problems experienced with the pre-MILSTRIP type of multi-line
item requisition. Figure 2. Those problems are avoided since
each line item is entered into their automatic data processing
system as an individual requisition and handled as such from
then onward. This saves the unit, preparing the requisition,
a lot of work over preparation of individual ?4ILSTRIPs. If
each district followed the lead of the Seventh, the use of the
General Services Administration multi-line Item requisition
would probably come very close to the savings experienced by the
r r'MFEQs and if considered on an all inclusive basis would
probably exceed that of the CONREQs. The Second Coast Guard
District anticipates the use of it and the Thirteenth Coast
Guard District is already using the General Services Administra-
tion multi-line Item requisition.
The same priority and delivery criteria are adhered to
by the Coast Guard, General Services Administration and the
Defense Supply Agency/Navy. And, as shown in the survey reported
in Appendix I, support from the General Services Administration
compared favorably with the other sources. A subsequent survey
completed by the Ninth Coast Guard District in March 1966
supported the previous findings. (See Table 1). Reviewing
Table 4, the comments from the various districts, who rely
heavily on the General Services Administration for support,
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reflect acceptable service patterns.
The Defense Supply Agency and the Navy Department have
been classed together in this paper since they are both a part
of the Department of Defense. Both of these sources use the
WILSTPIP requisitioning procedures and are performing the
paperwork on automatic data processing equipment for the most
part. These agencies accomplish their mission differently than
the General Services Administration. Where General Services
Administration manages its operation on the basis of a full line
of stock at each regional supply activity, the Defense Supply
Agency/Navy manage their stocks by rroupings of material. The
requisition on the Defense Supply Agency/Navy is submitted to
the appropriate manager who then passes it on to the appropriate
warehousing activity for shipment of materials. The managers are:
Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC), Philadelphia
Defense Construction Supply Center (DCSC), Columbus, Ohio
Defense General Supply Center (DOSC), Richmond, Virginia
Defense Electronics Supply Center (DESC), Dayton, Ohio
Defense Personnel Support Center (DPSC), Philadelphia
Navy Ships Parts Control Center (SPCC), Mechanicsburn:, Pa.
Navy Training Device Center, Port Washington, New York
Navy Aviation Supply Office, Philadelphia
In addition to those activities the Navy has supply
centers, supply depots and supply departments at Naval activities
to whom Coast Guard requisitions may be submitted under certain
circumstances. The detailed arrangements for submission of
requisitions to Navy activities is beyond the scope of this paper.
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What is important to note is that the Defense Supply Arency/Navy
does supply about twelve per cent of the line item needs of
Coast Guard units. This is done either directly or through the
Coast Guard supply depots. The proportion of items supplied by
Defense Supply Agency/Navy is higher for floating units than for
shore units. This only follows since the Navy system particularly
should be oriented to floating unit needs more so than the
General Services Administration.
The remaining source of supply external to the Coast
Guard is the commercial market. With respect to the need for
Coast Guard supply depots the commercial market is not of prime
importance. This is because if the item is available from the
government source, it is procured from there unless there are
emergent or extenuating circumstances. If the line of supply is
traced back to the origin, of course, the commercial market is
important, but the Coast Guard takes advantage of the bulk




In doing the research for and In writing this paper the
author had the distinct feeling that the Coast Guard supply
system is like a partially filled rubber fuel pod. You step on
it in one place and It pops up in another; you step on it there
and it pops up in a third place. It seemed that each time a
trend was attempted, several exceptions came to the surface;
each time a clear cut policy was sought; it was overrun by
indications of each district performing as it felt necessary
to accomplish the mission of supplying the units. Some districts
appeared to be building empires, and other districts were
operating most economically and still doinr a good ,1ob of
supporting the units. Standards of comparison were difficult
to establish. Each depot seemed to report a little differently
on their workload reports.
Information was developed from Coast Guard Headquarters
files, circulation of questionnaires to district offices and
supply depots, surveys of field units conducted by the writer
and others and through personal interviews with finance and
supply personnel at four district offices, two supply depots,
Coast Guard Headquarters and Coast Guard Supply Center, Brooklyn,
New York. Based on the information gleaned from those sources




Branch of a district, the writer offers the following; conclusions
and recommendations.
The first conclusion is that the Coast Guard does not
have an effective service-wide supply support policy unless it
is to have no central policy. This is evidenced by the wide
divergence in the methods by which the various districts provide
supply support to their units. At one extreme you find the
districts without supply depots obtaining almost complete support
directly from the General Services Administration and the Defense
Supply Agency/Navy. At the other extreme you find the Eighth
Coast Guard District operating Coast Guard Supply Depot, New
Orleans as a full stocking activity with a cost of about $6.00
to process one line item through. In a majority of cases that
line item will be valued at less than half of the cost to process
it. Another example is the closing of Coast Guard Supply Depot,
Great Lakes and the opening of a self-service store at Coast
Guard Supply Depot, Miami Beach.
My recommendation is that a policy be developed and
enforced on a Coast Guard wide basis. The question to be
answered in developing such a policy is: "Should the Coast
Guard have a completely self-sufficient supply system or should
it reduce to a minimum and rely on other agencies to the maximum
of their services?" Any position in between, in the writer's
opinion, would be begging the ooint. A very important decision
to be made in arriving at a policy is, "should the 30 day delivery
time be considered adequate for Coast Guard units or do Coast
Guard units require a. more responsive system?"
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Either way the self-sufficiency question is answered
many implications come up. First, looking at the answer for a
self-sufficient system in each district. This raises another
question. 3y self-sufficient is it meant that the Coast Guard
goes to the commercial market for all requirements or does the
Coast Guard still buy in bulk from the General Services
Administration and Defense Supply Agency/Navy and just be self-
sufficient as a retailing function to the Coast Guard units?
In either type of self-sufficiency this would involve opening
five new supply depots and increasing the scope of operations at
most of the currently existing depots. A rough estimate of the
new requirements shows the need for: 180 new billets at supply
depots, 15 new billets at Headquarters for inventory control, an
increase of about three million dollars in the capital of the
supply fund and a large construction and modernization program.
Second, looking at a self-sufficient supply system on
a Coast Guard wide consolidated basis, you would see an expansion
program, but not quite as ambitious as the district by district
basis. This might be workable with one supply activity on each
coast to serve the needs of several districts. It appears this
would also cause a net increase in both operating costs and
capital needed for the stock fund.
Third, considering a reduced scope of operations with
the present Coast Guard supply depot establishment stocking only
those items that cannot be adequately supplied by another agency
system. This would result in an estimated net reduction of
seventy billets at supply depots, fifteen at Coast Guard Head-
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quarters and the reduction of almost a million dollars in the
capital of the supply fund.
If the scope of operations were reduced and the supply
depots consolidated into more economical operations the
reduction would be even more marked.
So comes the time to answer the question posed in the
title of the paper. Does the Coast Guard need supply depots?
As in most cases with many variables and considerations the
answer cannot be a simple yes or no. The answer will be given
through a set of recommendations.
Fir3t, the provisions of paragraph 3A03001 Comptroller
Manual should be enforced with respect to what items are to be
stocked by supply depots. This would reduce the number of items
stocked at supply depots within continental United States and
probably increase the number of items stocked at the supply depots
outside the continental limits. The districts with supply depots
would protest such a move, but it is apparent that five districts
can operate without a supply depot acting as a middleman for the
vast majority of items. For those districts protesting the
reduction of their supply depots, some surveys and trial opera-
tions of receiving the materials from other rrovernment agencies
should prove the point.
Second, consolidate the distribution of all blank forms
and medical supplies at one Coast Guard supply activity. This
action would reduce considerably the stocks of those items .just
sitting in the warehouses. With today '3 mail and transportation
facilities a single responsive activity could provide adequate
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routine replenishment and meet any urgent demand on an acceptable
basis. By using expedited modes of transportation, the individ-
ual urgent demand would be more costly, but this would be offset
by the savings on the routine work.
Third, after the number of items stocked at the supply
depots have been reduced to a minimum, release control of
inventory procurement decisions to the supply depots and monitor
this at Headquarters on an after the fact basis. Headquarters
should retain the control over whether an item is brought into
stock or discontinued from stock.
Fourth, after each supply depot has reached the minimum
stock position, thoroughly investigate the advisability of
reducing the number of supply depot3. Here, as in the case c r
blank forms, the discriminate use of expedited transportation
would offset many needs of extensive decentralized warehousing.
The use of modern methods of simulating operations in selecting
optimum locations would be very appropriate and hopefully within
the capability of Coast Guard personnel.
Fifth, strengthen the stocking position of engine repair
parts. This should be done on a centralized basis. The typical
unit operating any engine power plant will maintain a certain
minimum position in repair parts to cover common emergencies.
Once again the discriminate use of expedited modes of trans-
portation in urgent cases would be appropriate.
Sixth, immediately review the position the Coast Guard
has taken in publishing catalogs. Two in particular ares
Small Units Shopping Gufde and Coast Guard Cognizance Stock List.
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It appears that by distributing the General Services Administra-
tion General Stores Stock Catalog to all Coast Guard units the
Small Units Shopping Guide could be reduced in scope with no
loss in effectiveness. In fact that action would probably
increase effectiveness. Consideration should also be given to
consolidating the Small Units Shopping Guide and the Coast Guard
Cognizance Stock List since there appears to be considerable
duplication of effort there.
Seventh, that the Supply Operations Statistics Report
form CG-3225 (9-51) be revised to more accurately reflect today's
operations.
Eighth, that in some way the staff personnel In Head-
quarters preparing the rules by which the supply system operates,
become more intimate and responsive to the needs of the field
units. The loss of intimate contact is certainly evidenced by
the proliferation of simplified requisitioning procedures
throughout the Coast Guard. This could be accomplished to some
extent by giving some units previews of changes and conducting
surveys of field units.
The Implementation of these recommendations by them-
selves will never transform the Coast Guard supply system into
a model operation—that takes people dedicated to the task at
hand. This by no means suggests that the people operating the
supply system now are not dedicated. In fact the evidence shows
that the vast majority of the personnel are, in fact, hard
working and devoted to keeping the Coast Guard units supplied
with their needs. Rather, in broad terms, what is needed Is an
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awakening to the fact that today is 1966 and times have changed.
The writer only hopes that this paper will stimulate enough
anger to cause people to look out the window and recognize that
today is 1966.
From The Functions of the Executive
To Fy Father: At a crisis in my youth he taught
me the wisdom of choice: To try and fail is at
least to learn; to fail to try is to suffer the




SURVEY OP SUPPLY SUPPOFT AND PELATED DATA FOP
ALLOCATION UNITS IN THE NINTH COAST GUARD DISTRICT
The writer conducted a survey of allocation units In
tne Ninth Coast Guard District during the first quarter fiscal
year 1966. Commander, Ninth Ccast Guard District (f) and Coast
Guard Supply Depot Great Lakes, Illinois assisted with the survey.
All Ninth Coast Guard District allocation units were
requested to participate. Approximately ninety-five per cent
submitted reports for evaluation. Units were divided Into
classes and their returns consolidated Into class information.
The classes were:
Class iber of units
Searoin^ Buoy Tende:
:iller buoy tenders and a
lirhtship
Medium Class Harbor Tu^s
Stations
Lifht and Li^ht Attendant Stations
Miscellaneous shore Units (Ferine
Inspection Offices, Radio Stations,





The survey was limited to general stores Items and
designed to obtain the following:
1. Level of support (delivery time) provided by Coast




houses and Defense Supply Agency/Navy supply activities.
2. The number of line items ordered by each cla3s of
units during their normal quarterly submission of requisitions.
3. The median value of the line items ordered by each
class of units.
k. The distribution of line items by dollar value
for each class of units.
5. The distribution of supply source amonr; Coast
Guard, General Services Administration and Defense Supply Agency/
Navy.
6. A typical group of items normally ordered by a unit
of each class.
The first five of the objectives were achieved. The sixth
abandoned when available resources were weighed against the size
of the task.
Each unit participating "marked up" a listing of the
line items ordered to show which were received before a cutoff
date. The Coast Guard Supply Depot, Great Lakes established
the cutoff date for each unit. In all cases it was thirty days
after the supply depot mailed the requisitions to the appro-
priate supply activity. Figure 9 is a facsimile of a typical
listing of items ordered.
As the "marked up" lists were received, data were
tabulated as necessary to achieve the objectives. Table 3 and
Figures 10 and 11 summarize and graphically display the results
of the survey.
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REQUISITION VALUE (LESS THAN $)
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1) Region 5, General Services Administration began moving the
location of their warehouse during the survey. Only those
requisitions submitted to that source before the disruption
were considered in arriving at the delivery time; and 2) Coast
Guard Supply Depot, Great Lakes was in process of phasing out
of operation. This may have affected the delivery time of




SURVEY OP DISTRICT OFFICES
A questionnaire was circulated to each district office
to find out more about the way each district supports its units
and their evaluation of service from sources external to the
Coast Guard.
Table k shows the results of selected information from
the survey. The First District did not reply to the question-
naire. Information listed for that district was obtained from
the survey of supply depots.
It is interesting to note that the Seventh Coast Guard
District has achieved probably the most liberal policy of any
district. Local units submit MILSTFIP requisitions to the
Supply Depot Miami Beach if material is stocked there. If the
item is not stocked or for units outside the local area, the
unit submits the requisition directly to the General Services
Administration for items carried by them and to the Defense
Supply Agency /Navy for items carried by them. The Seventh relies
on the unit to use the catalogs to identify needs. Since about
eighty per cent of the allocation unit's needs are available
from General Services Administration, this probably does not
place an undue burden on the allocation unit. Units outside the






COMPARISON OF SUPPLY OPERATIONS IN COAST GUARD DISTRICTS






7 Miami Beach, Fla
and
San Juan, P. R.



























































DISTRICTS WITHOUT A COAST GUARD SUPPLY DEPOT
PRIMARY SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS WITH




















EVALUATION OF EXTERNAL SUPPORT
Problems few and non-recurring in nature. Adequate service from all
suppliers, but gsa a bit above others due to proximity.
Best service from GSA. The feeling here and in all field units is, "If
AVAILABLE FROM GSA, GET IT THERE AND FORGET THE NAVY."
Allocation units submit direct to external sources. Once in a while we
HAVE A PROBLEM WITH ISSUES IN SMALLER QUANTITIES (LESS THAN STANDARD
PACKS) TO SMALLER UNITS, I.E. L I Gl+T BULBS FROM GSA.
Basically getting good support. (A later survey showed no problems
with delivery times from gsa.)
Units go directly to local Navy serv-marts. Local Navy support out-
standing. GSA EXCELLENT.
GSA running about 3 weeks behind on many items; otherwise no problems.
District uses other government agencies extensively when Coast Guard
units are located nearby.
District uses other government agencies extensively when Coast Guard
UNITS ARE LOCATED NEARBY. SOME UNITS SUBMIT DIRECTLY TO COAST
GUARD
Supply Depot Seattle and to GSA Seattle.

APPENDIX III
SURVEY OF SUPPLY DEPOTS
A questionnaire was circulated to all Coast Guard supply
depots. The purpose was to find out more about the supply depots
and their operations.
Table 5 summarizes some of the information and the
balance is discussed herein. Coast Guard Supply Depot, San Juan
did not respond to the questionnaire, therefore no information
is included for it.
All supply depots report that their main p;oal or
objective is to help the small unit with personnel untrained
in supply procedures. This is expressed in a variety of ways
such as : maximum support with the minimum administration on
the unit's part. The supply depots feel the district and
Headquarters could do several things to help attain this goal.
Districts could:
1. Provide machine time to "massage" usage data of
items ordered.
2. Let supply depot personnel vice district personnel
make liaison trips to small units because the lower ranks from
supply depot put unit's personnel more at ease to discuss
problems. (The writer has experienced some success using this
approach)
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Portsmouth, Va. 37 1,000
Miami Beach, Fla. 20 1,000
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from one place.
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1,500 l4 DAYS 5,800
NO 376 2-3/
MONTH
502 8 DAYS 4,632
New Orleans, La. 34 2,000
Seattle, Wash. 21 7,485
1/ 300 AS LOAD 1 NO BASE 800 BECAUSE ORDER CASE LOTS TO AVOID







100 100 600 Stationery locker for district office
affects this.




NO 118 1/ 270 3-5 DAYS 1,985
MONTH
EST.
Honolulu, Hawaii 28 2,000










300 none 10 Stocked only when not available in
time frames from other agencies.
270 300 Delivery times due to distance,
NO 150 VERY 28 2 1/2 DAYS NOT










divisions to permit reasonable leadtime on material requirements
for scheduled programs.
*». Require all district units to use 3upply depot
for Coast Guard cognizance items.
Headquarters could:
1. Give field information on planned procedures and
let them comment on them. (This seems very logical since the
supply depot is the one who is going to bear the brunt of any
problems during implementation).
2. Bring directives up to date so as not to conflict.
3. Give the supply depots more items to control using
economic order quantity criteria.
The supply depots also commented on the new Small Units
Shopping Guide. Very favorable as to format (picture type
description) but "panned" it due to no stocking points given,
listing of old, incorrect stock numbers and unit of issue, and
the failure to distribute it to buoy tenders. (The Guide was
not distributed to units with supply personnel assipned).
To get some indication of planning and forward thinking
done by supply depots, they were asked to comment on changes
they foresee in their operations for the next two years and the
effect they anticipate from the change in stocking policy stated
in paragraph 3A03001 Comptroller Manual in amendment 38.
The replies were very disappointing. They generally
indicated a great lack of thinking about the future. Out of
the possible fourteen replies to those two questions six were
left blank, said "none" or some comment such as "who knows?";
two units had not received the amendment; and six answers of any
-
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content were given. Apparently, only one supply depot of
those receiving amendment 38 had really recognized the Implica-
tions of enforcement of the new stocking policy by Headquarters.
The Commanding Officer of that supply depot had analyzed the
changes and informed the district of the possible impact
resulting therefrom. Two other supply depots felt it would
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